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By Institute Professor Professor of Linguistics (Emeritus) Noam
Chomsky

Haymarket Books, United States, 2010. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. 213 x 137 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book. In this urgent new book, Noam Chomsky surveys the
dangers and prospects of our early twenty-first century.
Exploring challenges such as the growing gap between North
and South, American exceptionalism (including under President
Barack Obama), the fiascos of Iraq and Afghanistan, the U.S.-
Israeli assault on Gaza, and the recent financial bailouts, he also
sees hope for the future and a way to move forward--in the
democratic wave in Latin America and in the global solidarity
movements that suggest real progress toward freedom and
justice. Hopes and Prospects is essential reading for anyone who
is concerned about the primary challenges still facing the
human race. This is a classic Chomsky work: a bonfire of myths
and lies, sophistries and delusions. Noam Chomsky is an
enduring inspiration all over the world--to millions, I suspect--for
the simple reason that he is a truth-teller on an epic scale. I
salute him. --John Pilger In dissecting the rhetoric and logic of
American empire and class domination, at home and abroad,
Chomsky continues a longstanding and crucial work of
elucidation and activism.the writing remains unswervingly
rational and...
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Extensive guideline! Its this sort of excellent read. it had been writtern quite properly and helpful. You can expect to like
just how the writer create this book.
-- Mr . Gusta ve Ger hold-- Mr . Gusta ve Ger hold

This book will never be straightforward to start on reading through but quite enjoyable to learn. Better then never,
though i am quite late in start reading this one. Your lifestyle span will probably be convert once you complete reading
this publication.
-- Dr . K a din Ha ne DV M-- Dr . K a din Ha ne DV M
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